## ICON-2014: Shortlisted papers for Student Paper Competition

**Paper** | **Paper title** | **Authors**
--- | --- | ---
52 | Speaker Verification System for Malayalam Language using GMM-UBM | Gayathri S and Anish Babu K K
85 | English to Punjabi Transliteration using Orthographic and Phonetic Information | Kamaljeet Kaur and Dr. Parminder Singh
100 | Pro-drop Resolution in Bengali | Apurbalal Senapati, Arjun Das and Utpal Garain
109 | English-Hindi TAM Divergence: In relation to Anusaaraka | Neha Maurya, Shubhra Apurve, Madhavi Kushwaha, Ruchi Singh, Manish Singh and Saurabh Srivastwa
111 | Analysis of L2 English (L1 Bengali) Speech by Automatic Annotation Using HTK | Shambhu Nath Saha and Shyamal Kr. Das Mandal
119 | Word Sense Disambiguation in Hindi Language Using Hyperspace Analogue to Language and Fuzzy C-Means Clustering | Shreya Chhabra, Leena Ahuja and Devendra Tayal
131 | Improving Accuracy of Answer Checking in Online Question Answer Portal Using Semantic similarity | Shashank Singh
141 | Natural Language Interface for Web Search | Shroff Amrith Nayak and G Mahesh Reddy